
The SIMTRAQ 
rail vehicle simulator

AN INNOVATIVE SOLUTION 
FOR LOCOMOTIVE DRIVER TRAINING 

IN VIRTUAL REALITY

A product for companies 
that value passenger 
safety and high 
qualifi cation

A locomotive simulator is designed primarily for railway operators, enter-
prises delivering locomotive driver training and railway schools. With its 
mobile platform, the solution may be used at any location. 

The product is chiefl y addressed at companies interested in developing 
their fl eet and requiring highly qualifi ed staff . 

Training scenarios involving such incidents as locomotive subsystem 
failure or people on track provide train drivers with driving experience 
in adverse circumstances - on real routes. Mastering operation skills 
increases the safety of passengers and other participants of railway 
traffi  c.
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locomotive driver training methods

Contact us!



SIMTRAQ is an innovative locomotive simulator designed to

train rail vehicle drivers. It is characterised by an extremely accurate 

modelling of simulated rail environment and its elements, including 

infrastructure, engineering facilities, terrain, road vehicles, people, 

animals and plants.

We offer four classes
of simulators tailored 
to meet customer expectations

Safety

SIMTRAQ enables developing any training scenarios based 

on existing railway lines. Trainees are provided with real-life 

driving experience without any risk to passengers or the 

locomotive. This solution enables the training of driver 

behaviour under normal as well as abnormal situations, 

including emergencies such as animals on tracks, train fi re, 

vehicle subsystem failure or rail infrastructure damage. 

New drivers will know how to operate in crisis situations and 

ensure the highest level of safety to passengers.
Fixed simulators

A driver’s cab composed of locomotive cab components 

provide a real-life train driving environment. A professional 

audio system using digital sound processors and the latest 

visualization systems of the highest Ultra HD quality ensure 

the best audio and visual eff ect. 

The physics engine module controlling the movement of 

a platform of six degrees of freedom model all static and 

dynamic forces acting on a locomotive driver while running 

a rail vehicle. 

Desktop simulators

Simulation software is an excellent tool that can be 

installed in each offi  ce equipped with a computer. It is 

composed of a number of modules which control: 

• generating multi-channel, realistic sounds

• monitoring and generating reports regarding se-

lected simulator components and training session

progress

• voice communication subsystem between

the trainee and the instructor

• a library of ready-made 3D objects which exist

in reality

It is the most aff ordable and the easiest to deploy simu-

lator type intended for operators and railway schools. 

Mobile training centres 
               built into road semi-trailers

The most advanced class of simulators mounted on 

a specialist semi-trailer. It provides everything that is 

needed to conduct a training at any location. With pro-

fessional 30 kW power generators in place, no connection 

to the mains is required. The trailer comes with a fully 

equipped instructor’s stand, immersion cabin on a portable 

platform with six degrees of freedom as well as a com-

fortable observation room for 8 people. 

Virtual Reality (VR) solutions 
                incorporating individual movement 
                platforms

This solution can be applied for running numerous types of 
rail vehicles. Space scanners and VR goggles transfer the 
trainee from comfortable offi  ce right into a virtual world. 
Modern technology provides a full spectrum of simulation – 
a sensation of sound, motion, voice. 

Custom solution

The simulator has been designed based on open standards 

and technology enabling the development of any form of 

simulation. With the system’s modular architecture not only 

train drivers can be trained, but other staff  in safety-related 

roles such as traffi  c inspectors, shunting foremen or rolling 

stock examiners. The simulator can be used for training 

freight as well as passenger train drivers.   

Simulator classes 

Innovation

The solution uses the latest developments in technology 

such as virtual reality goggles, six-degree motion platforms, 

audio systems with digital sound processors as well as an 

Ultra HD visual system – all with a view to accurately 

recreating real-life situations and driving conditions. 

The physics engine controlling the movement 
platform for representing all the forces 
acting on the driver

A realistic representation 
of objects in 3D – terrain, road 
infrastructure, weather conditions

Photo-realistic image 
in 4K Ultra HD resolution

Locomotive cab and driver’s 
control panel with original 
railway vehicle components

Audio system with digital 
sound processors which 
ensure realistic train 
sound eff ects




